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ltrls report reproduces tlre chapter 0 of my PhD dissertation, I'Reducibillty
and determinateness on the Baire Spacerf . I have produced it as a lr{arwick
Theory of Computation report because infinite games and the computational
approach to topoloqy presented here is, I feel, verv relevant to computer
sclence. The basic connection between topoloqy and computabilify, €Xplained
in section E, is as follows: a function from the Baire space to itself is
continuous iff lt can be computed by a contlnuously operafing numeric ffllterf
which has access to a countablv infinlfe database.

It used to be thought that infinite computations (not to mention inflnlte
games) were of little relevance to practical computing, which (it was thought)
was inherently flnitary. The emerqence of the dataflow model of computation
(among other facfors) has chanqed al I this; computer scientists are now keenly
interested in the behaviour and properties of continuously operafinq
(nontermlnatinq) devices. The entire history of the input to, or output from,
such a devlce will normally be an infiniie sequence of finite objects. Such a
hlstory can be rcoded upr as an infinlte sequence of natural numbersi 1.e., as
an element of the Balre Space. The study of this space could therefore prove to
be as Important ln computer sclence as it has already proved to be ln (say)
statistics

0f course I make no clalms to have discovered fhe material presented here.
It has been known for many years now that rrcomputabi lltytt and rfcontinuify'r are
closely related. However, I hope that this report wlll in a small way help
to popularise the rtopologlcal I approach to computatlon. I would I ike to
thank John Addison for lnfroducinq me to the roperationalr approach to
topo I ogy.

Readers interested in fhe disserfation itself are referred to Theory of
Computation report no 44, which ls a collection of the more important parts.

Bi | | Wadge
October 1 982



CHAPTER O

BACKGROUND

0. Introduc ti"on

In this chapter we present some sirnple but viial background of a

technical and motj.vational nature. Most of the material (or at least

the technicai part) will be faniliar to readers already well-versed in

modern descriptive set theory

In section A we present a sumrnary of our nethematical and

notational conventions. These are are almost entirely standard.

Section B is a short introduction tr: the Baire sp&ce, its topology,

and some closely related speces"

In section C we give a brief description of the important

hierar"chies (sirch as tire Borei hierarchy) of subsets of the Baire

ED&Ce.

Section D ie an introctruction to infinite games of perfect

inforuation. hre exp)"aln the concept of determinateness and the

importance of the ax,iorn of determinateness (AD) ana its weaker

veirian is "

Finai-ly. in section Itr we give an infornal presentation of the

'algorlthnic' interpretation (due to Kl-eene and Addison) of the topology

of the Baire space. He explain, for exanple, whx the clopen erets are

'trecursive' and why continuous functlona are'conputable'.
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^ Notation

The various resul-ts (propositions and theorems) announced are to be

understood as theorems of Zerrnelo-Fraenkel set theory (see, for exampJ.e,

Schoenfiel.d (lgll)) with the axiom of Dependent Choice. rn other words,

the stat,ements of the results should be understood as precise

speci-fications of fonnulas in the language of zF which are logical
consequences of the axioms of ZF without the axiom of Choi.ce but with

Dependent Choice. Similarly, the proofs presented should be understood

as infortnal outlines of forrnal proofs strictly within the language of ZF

using only the axiorns indicated and the rules of inference of

first-order logic. The detail presented should be enough so that in
principle at l-east the purely forrnal versions of the statenents and

proofs could be produced (after enormous effort) by any mathematically

competent reader rith a knowledge of ZF. In practice some of the nore

obvious proofs may be described onry briefly or even onitted, but

defini-tions and results will always be carefully formulated. Al1 this
is, of course, accepted practice in mathematical 1ogic.

rn Ztr' the only objects are sets, all of which are bui]t up (by

forming sets of sets, sets of sets of sets etc) from the empty set - in

other words, from nothing. A11 the other entities of nathenatics -
numbers, functions, sequences, relations and so on - must therefore be

represented as sets. The reader must understand these representations

because explicit use rill be nade of them. Fortunately nany of these

representations have become accepted as part of the 'nainstrean' of
convent ional_ rnathematic s.
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The representation of the natural nunbers in ZF is particularly

simple. The nurnber O is the ernpty set, the number 1 is the set

{Ol which has O as its on}y elenent, the number 2 is the set

{C,fl having O anci 1 as its only elements, and in general the

number n is the set 1C,1, ?,...,n-1 J of all smal-ler numbers. This

representation of numbers as sets is due tc Von Neumann" It has not yet

gaine,i conrplete acce1-'tance in nathematies as a who1e, which is

unfortunate, because it js extrenely convenient'

One of the aCvantages of the Von Neumann definition of a number is

that it allows us to eontinue the process of construeting new numbers

f rorn old beyond the f inj te stages. The resul-t j-s an end}ess collection

of finite and infinite numbers called the ordinals, the finite ordi-nals

being the natural numbers. The f i"rst infj-nite ordinal is 0r r the set

[0,1,2,1,...\ of all rratrrra]- numbers. Next after o is the ordinal-

o+1, the set 10,t,2,...,rJ" Continuing in this way we construct a

secontl infi-rrite sequence u+?. (which is the set lO, t, 2r... rt^r,o+1 ]),

u+3, o+4, of ordinals. The collection of all ordinals forrned in

this way is the ordinal ur4(rir namely the set

10,1, ?-,"". nro,ul*1 ,ut'r?-,.".i. We then form the ordinals ot+ot+1 , o*Lt+2,

then o+io+or. and so on.

It is important to realise that the process never stops. No matter

how many ordinafs we have constructed' there is always a new one' namely

the set of all those constructed so far. In particular, there are

ordinafs of arbitrarily high cardinality. fhere is no set containing

all ordinals for then it itself would be a new ordinal not inc]uded.

The first uncountable ordinal is 0, the set of all eountable

ordinals.
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The concepts of "function" and "reration" are, along with those of
"set" and "number", among the most important in mathematics . ln zF

refetion R between two sets A and B is represented by the set

alL ordered pairs (a,b) of elenents a and b of A and B

respectively sueh that a is related to b by R. (The ordered pair
(a,b) is the set l{r},{r,u}i). A function f fron A to B is
represented as the set of all ordered pairs (a,b) such that a = r(b).
Functions in zF are therefore relations of a special type, namely those

which are single valued: in general a relation R is single valued iff
(",1) e R and (a,b) e R implies br= b,r

The donain Dn(f) of a function f the set of alt_ left-hand

components of el-ements of f , i.e. laeuuf : (arb) e f for some b] . (w"

are using conventional mathematical "set buil-der" notation, which is
justified within 1i-mits by the comprehension and replacement axions of
zF- rngeneral us is the union of all the sets in s, i.e. the set of
all x such that x € y for some y in s). sinilarly, the range

RS(f) of a function f is the set {beuuf: (a,b) e f for 
"om" 

r} of
all right hand components of elements of f. Notice that the empty set

6 is a function (because it is a single-valued relation). rt is the

only function whose domain and range are both empty.

Given two sets A and B, the set An (read "B-pre-A") is ttre

set of all functions from A to B. l{e are using prescript notation to

avoid confusion with ordinal exponentiation. fhus ,' is a countabre

ordinal (tne ri-rnit of the sequence u), ,2, ,1r...) whereas ,, is

of
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the set of al1 functions from o to

domarn of any element of Ag is A,

Ag is a subset of B. We might be

the "codomai,n" of elements of oB but this concept makes no

the ZF representation of functions. Anything in 'g is rn

superset C of B; there is no uniquely defined codomain-

Notice that oA is d tut ttrat flB is 1; reca11 that 1 is

{O} and 6 (=O) is the on}y function (single valued set of ordered

r;nirs) from d to B.Y

A function g is said to extend a function f j-ff the domain of

f is a subset of that of e and f and g agree on the snaller

Comain. In ZF, function g extends function f iff f (as a set of

ordered pairs) is a subset of g (as a set of ordered pairs), i.e. if

f c: g. il\ro fulctiong f and g are compatible iff they agree on

ai"grments whj-ch are in both domains. In ZF functions f and g are

roinrrriihlp iff f rr s 'is a function.t, ^"

Sequences in ZF are (by definition) simply functions whose donains

ordinals. The iength ln(s) of a sequence s is its domai-n. fhus

sequence <2,4,6,8> is the function 1(c,z;,(t,4),(2,6),(l,e)i anc

donain is {0,1 ,2,11 , which is of cor.rrse nurnber 4, the length of

sequence. ln general a sequence of length n (n an ordinal) is

led an "n-sequence". fhe above sequence is therefore a 4-sequence.

The e}ements of the range of a sequence are ca11ed the components

of the sequence. Since sequences are just functions, the sequence

indexing operation (which selects a given component of a sequence) is

just function application. For example, component 10 of a sequence s

t@ - \ro I o rs not an ordlnar i . 'i-r' c

,qn'l the rsnpe of an el^e:nent of

tenpted to refer to B i +use1f as

sense given

A
u lor ,91-,y

are

't.he

i +^J LiJ

the

cai
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is simply s(to). fhe functional notation for indexing is not, how€:ver,

always the most convenient. We therefore adopt the convention that

subscripting denotes application, i.e. that f* is the same as f(x).
This allows us to denote e.g. component 10 of s by "10 and so

eonbines conventional mathematical notation with ZF's slightly unusual

treatment of sequences. At times, however, the funetional notation for
indexing is more convenient (say to avoid multiple levels of

subscripting) and we will use it as well.

rf s is a sequence and n is an ordinal, the function sln (s

restrieted to n) is sinpl,y the initial segment of s of length n (or

s itself if n is not less than the length of s. lhere is no need for
a speeial initial segrnent forming operator.

rn writing expressions denoting sequences we will use a fai_rly

eonventional "sequence-bui1der" notation which is like set builder

notation except that angular parentheses are used instead. fhus

(2r4,5r8) is, as we have already seen, a sequence of length {, and

<r2>.
].e or

is the 6-seeuence of squares of natural numbers. The set { i2}. is
the range of this sequence. fhis second form of ""nr".rl"-brild:r'
notation is just a variation of 1-notation; the sequence above is also

the vaLue of the I-expression
)Iieo i.-

Our sequence- and set- builder notation is slightly unconventional

(in fact, ord fashioned) :-n ttrat the expression rhich specifies the

bound variable and its range (i"n ttre above, the erpression "ie,o")

appears as a subscript outside the set or sequenee brackets, rather than

l



insi<1 e, as i.n t;he more usual forrn Irt', ie oi . We prefer our notaticn

because it makes i-t much elesrer that a variable is being bound. In the

usual- notation there is some anbiguity about exactly which I'ariables are

being bound; the expression "ieo" Looks like a predicate, which it is

not. (See also Curry(1 95g,pe6)). Wtren wri-ting set-builder expressions

corresponding to comprehension, however, we will use the standard

notation (e.g. "{i.r: i- ) OJ") because theie is no doubt about the

b ind ings .

In denoting sets and sequences we wi}l sometimes use the direct or

explicit form (i.e. Lhe forrn involving no bound variable) together with

'triple dots' to denote an infinite seqrience. The sequence of squares,

f6r exampie, could be expressed as (0,1,419r16,... ) with the

understanding that the first few velues given (in ttris case five) are

rr-,,rr:rh +,1 mAk{5 t.hc r,ntt.FrFn o}rviorrs- ihp t.rinle dOt nOtatj.On Can 81SO beL rr!,uF yq e e!

userl f or r-ini te seqlren?ea, so that a sequence s cf length n can be

expressed as (sOr"1 rs2 r... rs.r-1 ).

The 'trip1 e dor,' foms are obviously sonewhat infornal and less

precise than the others, but are usually unambiguous' conforn. to

standard mathematical practiee, and are often nuch clearer. fhere is no

rerluirement, however, to use angle brackets, conmas, and triple dots to

nane a sequence; we can refer to it by 1ts nane a1one. We can write

the sequence ("0,"1 r=2, ...srr_1 )

or

the seouence ( s. ) .^1].en

but we can also write simply

the sequence s.
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There j.s no need either to underline the nane of a sequence, or overLine

it, or print it in boldface. In our notation even the rnost conn'lienf.cd

objects have the right to a simple name.

Sometimes it is useful to consider a generalization of the notion

of sequence in rhich the indexing set is not required to be an ordinal.

These generalized sequences are called "fanilies" and can be thought of

as'labelled' sets (in ttre sane way that sequences can be thought of as

'ordered' sets). It should be apparent, however that a fanily is simply

a function, the domain of which is the indexing set. sequences were

defined in the first place as functions in which the domain was required

to be an ordinall if we drop this recluirement, we return to the original

concept. Nevertheless, we will on occasion use the terrn "family" in

conjunction with the angle bracket and subscripting notation. Sometirnes

functions are in fact better thought of as'labelled' sets rather than

as transforrna tions.

Zerrnelo Fraenkel set theory is a typeless theory in that there is

no classification of sets'buift-in' to the syntax as there is in, sayr

Goedel-Bernays set theory. rn practice, however, it is often usefirl to

introduce some notational conventions whieh help the reader bear in mind

the nature of the particular objects denoted. This is especially true

in descriptive set theory, where a wide variety of nathematical entities

are used.

fhe simplest objects are the natural numbers, whieh are the basic

"type O" objects (to use Kleene's terminology). He will generally use

the variables "i', " jt', "k", rrn' and ,m' for natural numbers.

1



Finite sequences of natural numbers are sl-ightly more complicated

than natural nurnbers, but since they are sti1l finite objects they are

classified as type O. We will generatly use the variabl-es "s", "t",

"r" , "r", and rrwrr to denote elements of Sq ( the set of all finite

sequences of natural nunbers).

At the next level of complexity /type 1, in Kleene's terrninology)

we have the number theoretie funetions, i.e. funetions from rrr to o

( elements of 
") 

. In general we wil l use the greek letters "o",

"8", "y" and 116'r for elements of the Baire space. Since the objects

are aequences, we will also use subscripting and angle brackets in

expressions denoting elements of o. We will occasionally want to refer

to subsets of r (i.e. elenents of p(r)) but have not adopted any

particular convention for naming them.

At level two, we find the sets of number theoretic functions and

the second order number theoretic functions, i.e. functions whose

arguments and results are ordinary (first order) number theoretic

functons. Objects of the first kind, i.e. subsets of the Baire spaee'

will be denoted by uppercase Roman letters such as "A", "8", and

"C". The tetters 'E" and 'Frr ri]l be reserved for closed subsets

(or, rnore generally IO subsets), and rrGrr will be reserved for open-*ll

subsets (or more generally, xO subsets).' -al

Objects of the second kind, i.e. functions from the Baire spaee to

itself, will be denoted by the letters "f"r "g" and "h".

The same conventions rilI be used for spaces (such as'2) similar

to the Baire space.

This work is mainly concerned with classification of subsets of the

Baire space. A collection of subsets of the Baj-re space is a set of

to



type two objects and is therefore of type three. Sets of this type will
usually be referred to as "elasses" and will be denoted by upper case

roman script letters such as "4", "j'r and "g',. Anongst these the

symbol" "9" and "J" are reserved for the class of open subsets and

the class of closed subsets respectively of the Baire space.

I'Ie will be especially interested in classes which (speaking

informalLy) consist of subsets of the Baire space of the sane degree of

complexity. These classes are caIled degrees and rill be denoted by the

lower-case letters tt"", "btt, "c", rd' and tte". The script letters
will be used to denote classes uhich are not degrees but instead are

'elosed downwards' in the sense that every set which is simpler than an

element of the elass is also in the c1ass.

The study of degrees involves the study of a number of operations

on degrees (such as degree addition). since these operations are

applied to type three objects, they thenselves are of type four. They

will be denoted, houever, by fairly ordinary symbols such as ir+i, and

"#". There are a number of other "miscellaneous" sets and operations

too varied to be assigned special typefaces or sections of the

alphabet. These will be denoted by special nanes eonsisting of two

roman letters, the first of which may be uppercase (eg "jn" or

"sp" ) .

The only remaining class of special objects is the ordinals

inelude representatives of all types). fhey ri1I be denoted by

greek letters ttutt, ttvtt, "rltt, tta", 
,', C, 

ttu,,, rl!r and rt.)tt

first three will usuarly denote countable ordinals. fhe letter
always denotes the set 10,1,2r...1 of all natural nunbers, and

vill always denote the set of countable ordinals,

( which

the

. fhe

It tt
u,

,Ir rl
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In applying the conventions just discussed we will usually treat

sequences or families of objects of a certain type as being of the sane

type, even if this is not strictly speaking the c&se. For example, the

script letter "!" might denote either a single subclass of !('r) or

an o-sequence of such subclasses. This convention is enonnously helpful

in keeping the symbolism under control- and avoiding the notational

extravaganzas which result when one insists that sequences must always

be referred to using complex expresslons such as "CO,C1""'Crr-1"'

The general principle followed in this work is that the definitions

and results should make sense on thej-r owr), and that the other naterial

is essentially expository and could be omitted. fn particular, every

defj.nition or resuft includes a "preamble" stating the exact nature of

the objects denoted by all variabl-es used (".g. "for any subset C of

!'('r) and any countable ordinal !"). An understanding of the

rrotational conventions adopted (1.". which symbols will be associated

with which kinris of objects) is therefore useful for reading the

definitions and results but is by no means necessary'
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D The Baj-re and related spaces

Descriptive set theory began as the study of properties and

classifications of subsets of the space ! of real nunbers. It was

soon realized, however, that the use of 3 lead to minor but annoying

difficulties. One problem rith 3 is that it is not honeomorphie to

any of its powers, although as far as descriptive set theory is

concerned, these spaces have essentially the same properties. (For

exarnple, every Borel set is neasurable in each of these spaces).

Another not unrelated problern rrith I is that of representation: the

standard decimal representation of real numbers is badly behaved in that

numbers very close to eaeh other (such as 1.OOO...OO and 0.999...9)

can have completely different expansions.

It was soon realized that these and other difficulties could be

avoided simply by omitting the rational numbers, i.e. by rorking in the

space consisting of the set of irrational nurnbers ( say in the interval

(O,t)) together with the topology induced by that of 3. 1rhis space

( sometimes called the Baire space) is homeonorphic to each of its finite

and countable powers. tr\rrthermore every irrational number (in ttre

interval (0,t1) can be represented uniquely as a continued fraetion of

the form

1 /(1 +cO+t /(l +a 
r+t /(1*a2*1 /...)))

for some infinite sequence o (= (cOrc, tel2t... >) of natural numbers,

ancl thls representation is well bebavetl in that nunbers uhieh are very

close together ri1l have in comnon a large initial segnent of their

respec tive representations.
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The whole approach is further simplified if we drop the'coding'

and work directly with infini-te sequences of natura] numbers rather than

wi-th the irratjonals they represent. Therefore in common with alnost

all rnodern descriptj-ve set theor:ists we consider the Baire space to be

the set ', of i-nfinite sequences of naturaf numbers together with the

proJuet topology induced when r,r is given the discrete topology.

The elements of the Baire space can thus be thought of as paths

through a t::ee the nodes of which are elements of the set Sq of finite

sequences of natural numbers. The path detensrined by an a in ', is

the set I " I f.J, of initial segments of c.'K€u)

For any fi.ni-te sequence s the interval (of Baire) determrned by s

(in synbols tsl) is the set of all infinite sequences wh1ch have s

as Fin initial segrnent; in terms of the tree, [s] corresponds to the

set of a1l infi,nite paths which pass thrcugh s. The set It=t]--"^ is'se)q

a t,asis for the Baire topology on tr. Thus a subset A of 
" 

is

open iff every element a of A is in [s] for some s such that

[s] c A. Tn other vords, a set A is open iff for any a in A the

fact a is a member of A can be'deduced' fron soroe finite amount of

knowledge about c, i.e. from alk for some k. For example, the set

of aI1 sequences vith some occurrence of 0 is open, whereas the set of

increasing sequences is not.

The Baire topology is also that induced by the netric d defined

by

d(c,B) = 2-n

where n is the least k such that a(t) + e(k) (if no such k

exists, d(s,B) is O). It is conplete under this rnetric. The Baire

space is not compact; the open cove" {[<tt>]]r., has no finite

subcover.
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The Baine space is, as

of irrational numbers in the

of !. Tl"ie correspondence

c (---)

is a homeomorphism.

we have indicated

interval (C, t )

, homeomorphic to the set

considered as a subspace

1/(1 +ao+1 / (t *o f1 /(...) ))

The Baire space and j,ts topology arise

disguises in areas of mathematics other than

quite naturally in various

descriptive set theory. We

representing a formal powerASfiay, for example, think of a sequence c

s eri-es

o(o) + a(1)x + c (z)r2 * o(J )*1 *

with positive integer (or, by another coding, rational) coefficients.

Then the formal arithmetic operations correspond to continuous

operati.ons on tr. For another example, let 00, 01, 02, be an

enumeration of the sentences of some first order language, so that we

c&n regard an element c of ', as representing the collection

{e-r-r }-- of fomulas. Ttren the completeness theorem of first order' c(n/ neu,

logic states that'set of elements of ', representing consistent sets

of formulas j.s open. 0f course these observations are quite simple, but

it often happens the very simple topologiccl results can yield nontrivial

results in other areas.

the elenents of ', can therfore be thought of as 'codings' for

eountably infinite mathernatical objects. Houever, it may be that some

objects llke this are not best represented by sequences. tr'or exarnple, a

relation or direeted graph on o is a subset of o,xo, i.e. an elenent

of "'2. The natural (i.e. the product) topology on this space is that

obtained by defining an interyal a set of the form

( (dx(r)^ )
lpe zi lcgl

tv



fcrr some funetion r j-n nxnz for some n. Then in this to;nrogy the

set, say, of graphs containi-ng a cyclu iu open, and the set of Linear

crders is closed. More generally, an n-ary relation on rrr i.s

(essentiall.y) an element of r!x(.)x"''t'12, and and n-ary operation is r,i:

element of uJx(rrx " 't"r. Thus given any finite f i,rst orcer sinil-ari-tv

t.ype we can form, by taking products, a space whose er-ements are

structures of ths type wi_th uliverse o. tr'or example, an element of
tt"t'2t,

is a structure with a binary operation, a unar.y operation and a

distinguished element. rn a sense, however, these spaces are rea1ly

only conveniences because they are all honeomorphic to one of
0J^ (rJ^ (du), I, o x Z, {r)

and each j-n turn is homeomorphic to a closed subset of the Baire space.

The Baire space is thus in a sense universal and this constitutes one

more argument for restricting ones attention to itl howeverr i.n some:

contexts these other spaces are very convenient as a neans to ayoiij

codings.
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C. The classical hierarchies over ',

In this section He present a very brief introduction to the

classical hierarchies of subclasses of I(").
We have already nentioned that descriptive set theory can be

understood as the study of the eomplexity of subsets of the Baire

space. Historieally, however, rork in the field has alnost always been

fornrulated i-n terns of elassifications of subsets of 'r, typically,

one might introduee a ner subclass of !(tr) (such as the Borel sets)

and then prove some property ( such as measurability) of all sets

'sinple' enough to be mernbers of the class in question. Usual1y,

descriptive set theorists are concerned not just with individual

classes, but with shole indexed fanilies of classes. These fanilies are

usually well ordered by inclusion, and so forrn hierarchies (in the sense

of Add j-son ( 1 962b) ) .

It is rhen the classi-fication approach takes the form of the study

of hierarchies that it nost clearly seen to be the study of conplexity.

For given any fanily of subsets of ', re can define a notion of

complexity as follors: a subset A of ', is no nore conpLex than a

subset B of t, iff 'A is a member of every class in the fanily

which contains B. Conversely, given a notion of relative complexity,

we can consider the fani-ly of all subclasses of ,E(tr) which are

'initial' or'closed downwards' yith respect to this notion, i.e. al1

subclasses rhich contain all sets no more conplex than any of their

nemberg. This relationship betreen clasgification and conplexity is

nade precise in one of our nost inportant results (namely WB).
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The various hierarchies studied by descriptive set theorists are
almost alwa.ys defined inductively, by taking sone elass of,base,sete
and a collection of set operations and by defining the various LeveLs of
the hierarchy to cor:respond to the various stages in elosing the base

cl-ass out under the operations. The idea i-s that the base sets are the
sirnplest, and that in general the complexity of a set is proportional to
the number of applications of the given set operations required to
obtain the set from base sets. Thus after the'base sets'themselves
the next sirnplest are those which are the result of one of the set
operations applied to base sets; and after thern, are those sets which
are the resul-t of operations applied to sets fron the first two 1eve1s;

and so on.

The Borel hierarchy was probably the first hierarchy over ,,

(.riginally, over the set of rears) to te studied by the classics]
descriptive set theorists. rt is generated by elosing out the crass

under the operations of countable union and complenentation (relative
(o1u,.

to

For exarnple, at level J of this
sets obtainable from open sets using

countable union and complementation.

the fo rrn

hierarchy is the class S3 of all
only three applications of

The elenents of S3 are those of

wi th

that

U

I

qfjtL-tr,i,o
an or x trt x o -ary family of open sets.

consists of those sets of the form

4!rJ-['r,; ,u

Sinplifying, we see

r.



with F an u, x o x o -ary family of closed sets. In classical
7notation, I' is the elass 4eo of unions of intersections of unions

of elosed sets. fn nodern notaion, it is the class of g? sets. The
a

modern notation acknowledges the fact that these sets are those of the

form

{o.": ]iear Yjer,r ]keo Yleur a e D. .. u ., }

Aofor some'o -ary family D of clopen sets. In other rords, the L; sets

are those 'definable' using four blocks of alternating number

quantifiers, the first (outermost) bloct being eristential. fhe class
7,?of complements of elements of St is (in our notation) Et. fn

classical notation Ti is G - and in rnodern notation the set of II9
-o 60

sets ( for reasons which should be evident). ft is rather unfortunate

that three different notations should exist for the same hierarchy but

it is unavoidable. fhe classieal notation will not be used in theorems

but will be used in inforrnal explanations (at lower levels it is the

most suggestive). The modern .L-JL notation will be used in stating

results because it is the standard. The third notation, however, has

proved to be the most convenient, and will also be used in explanations

and results. The trouble with the modern notation is that the nunbers

assigned at finite level-s are too great by one.

The elosing out of the open sets under eountable union and

complementation requires, of eourse, n nany steps. For exanple the

class I I Gn (the class of arithnetic sets) is easily seen not to be
H'Ii-

cloeed under countable union; if each An appears at the nth level but

not sooner, ue ean hardly expect |-f,A' to be in gt for any particular

n. In general gu is the class of countable unions of elements of

{-c}c.gu,\r€u. The elass of Borel sets is [aog' and is easiry seen

to be closed under the tro operations in question.
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Tire g-I notation also extends to give names to the i.nfinite

levels but the classical notati-on does not. To make natters even more

complicated, the discrepancy between the nurnbering of the nodern

notation and our notation disappears at the infinite levels: in our

^O/notstion' S- (the collection of eountable unions of arithmetic sets)

is the class of f? sets. fhe folrowing table may help clear up the
=lJ

confusion.

Modern notation.

"o .o21' 311

ro ,ro#4, :1,4

onr" n"L 
't.

*UJ 
=r)

It is also very
n

class of I:. sets,:t?I

often be required to

in nodern notation.

Classical notation.

s'I
cT'J6o6 tjv6o

none

helpful to bear in mind

for all p (finite or

use expressions like "l?z1

Our notation.

\tr -

^2,,,,F'
!) 14)//-tr I

E.E

the fact that _qu is the

infinite) in 0. I'Ie r*il1

" in statins our resul ts
+U

The nodern notation also gives a name to the

class of sets nhich are both x9. and [9 :

^ 
-l+I -l+U'

these are the AY, sets. (The elass of clopen.l +u

sets i-s therefore the class of A9 sets). The
-t

Ietter "A" was chosen because these classes occupy a

triangular (or at least pointed area) in the Venn

nn
diagram cf the t" and II" sets.n 'at

A simple cardinality argr.rnent shors that not all subsets of ',
are Borel- (there are * such subsets and only g are Borel, c being

the power of the continuum). Most non Borel sets are of eourse very

complex. There is, however, a class of sets rhich are'on1y just' non

Bore1. These are the analytie sets, first discovered by the suslin.

110I l.f .

Il.n
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The anslvtie sets for- 'in modern notation, the g] sets) are thosewe \ vl , , 
,

which are proje'ctions of elosed subsets of the plane; in other words,

those of the form

{o.'r: (a,B) e C for sorne B}

for some Borel subset C of oar t o(,). It is not hard to see that the

analytic sets are exaetly those which are the image of a Bore1 set under

a eontinuous funetion, i.e. those of the fom f*(n) for some Borel set

B and some eontinuous function f fron t, to 'r. Finally, this

class consists of exaetly those definable by a sinple existential

function quantifier; in other words those of the foru

{o.'r: lg yn R(c,B,n) }

for some clopen relation R on 
" 

r t, r r. The modern notation is

based on this last characterization.

The analytic sets are 'on1y just' more

complicated than the Borel sets in the following

sense: a set A is Borel iff both A and -A are

analytic. The class of Borel sets therefore

occupies the fatnilar triangular area in the Venn

diagram of the analytic and eoanalytic sets. (fn

modern notation, the Borel sets are the Al sets).

nl 2"

exhausts

of the

sets out

(Coancrtyt ic ) (A"afi, c)

4"
(coret)

The collection of analytic and coanal5rtic sets by no means

the class of Borel sets; together they form only the first level

projective hierarchy, the hierarchy formed by closing the Borel

under the operations of eonplementation, countable union and

projeetion. tr'or example, at the third level of this hierarchy (i.e. tuo

levels above the analytic sets) we find the class of El sets and its
J

dual, the class of 11 sets. Ttre gl sets are those shieh are
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proiections of eornplements of projections of complements of analytic

sets. In the older notion, these are the PCPCA sets; the modern

notation acknowledges the fact that this class is the col]ection of all
sets of the forrn

Io.": ]B Vy ld Vn R(a,8,y,6,n)]

for some clopen subset of 
" 

r'r r o(r) r tr t r. fn other words, the

class of sets definable using three alternating function quantifiers the

first of which is existential. By using countable uni-ons at countable

linit ordinals we forrn the projective hierarchy with e levers. The

range of this hierarchy is the class of projective sets.

The class of all projective sets is very large (it stilf less than
*/uJ \ \!(-tt)) and its first few level-s contain almost a1l sets used in

ordinary analysis. After only the first one or two 1eve1s there appear

sets which fail to possess the various 'nice' properties enjoyed by all

Borel sets. tr'or example, it is consistent with the axj-orns of set theory

that there exists " Al set which is not rneasurable, and an uncountable
1

Jli set which has no perfect subset. Nevertheless, the projective sets

are stil1 simple enough to possess properties not possessed by arbitrary

subsets of 'r. It is thought possible, for exanple, that i-t is

eonsistent with ZFC that all projective sets are deteruinate

(determinateness will be discussed in OD).

The projective hierarchy is in a sense the largest and eoarsest

hierarchy studied by the classical descriptive set theorists. There

are' of course, sets which are not projective (assuning even weak forms

of AC). He cou1d, for example, study what night be called the higher

order hierarchies in which ne consider definitions involving higher

Aa-



order quantifiers (the classes of * sets for k>O) but these sets aren
so complex that there are very few general properties shared by them

all. Instead, we will follow the classical approach and turn our

attention now towards the finer hierarchies vhieh subdivide the Borel

hierarchy and give a nore preeise neasure of the complexity of Borel

sets.

The first of these subhierarehies was discovered by Hausdorff at

the turn of the century, and yields a classification of the class of
o ,L^ ^r -^^ ^r A^+^ wl^.i AL 6i^ r^^+r^ n ,r0A: sets, i.e. the class of sets rhich are both !; (I ) and,llE wloDp vl ps ug llrrull qr s vv vrr 

_ !L2

r}16 /

alrea
o[:

We have

already both

dy seen

and II9,

that any set rhich is either I? or I? is

i.e. that

co u Fo. c1 n F1.

It is only natural to ask whether or not there are any A3 sets which

are not open or closed, i.e. (ln classieal terminology) whether or not

there are any sets in the diamond shaped area in the diagram. In fact

it is easy to construet such a set: simply take the intersection of two

'appropri.ate' sets one of which is open and the other of which is

closed. The intersection of en open set and a elosed set rilI be

because both the class of x9 sets and the class of II9 sets are
:L 

-a

closed under interseetion; in general, houever, such an interseetion

ril1 be neither open nor closed.

A set which is the intersection of an open set and a closed set is

obviousLy the difference of tuo elosed sets; the class of all such sets

(together rith its dual) constitutes Level of Hausdorff's differenee

L2

hierarchy over the closed sets. For any

differenees of closed sets is the elass

(ro-Fr)u(Fz-F)u.

n in o, the class of n-ary

of all sets of the form

. u (Fn_t-Fr,)
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if n is odd, or of the for:n

(no-r,)uGz-F)u...uFn
if n is even. The sets which are of this forrn (i.e. which appear in

the finite 1evels of Hausdorff's hierarchy) are exactly the sets which

are Boolean combinations of open (and closed) sets.

The finite leve1s of the hierarchy do not, however, exhaust the
onelass of A; sets, because (as can be shown) there are A; sets which

cannot be obtained fron open and closed sets using only finite unions

and intersections. It is necessary to extend the hierarchy through all

countable ordinal 1eve1s by considering differences of sequences of

closed sets of length greater than o. In so doing it is convenient to

consider only sequences F which are antichains (i.". Fu I Gn if v <

n). For example, if F is a sequence of this type of length a+3, its

di.fference is

(ro-F,,) u (F2-Fl) u ... u (Fr-Fr*,,) u (Fr*2-Fr*1).

Hausdorff proved that the 0 IeveIs of this difference hierarchy

exhaust the class of A9 sets.

Hausdorff's result is slightly unsati-sfying, however, in the sense

that it yields a hierarchy but no construction principle: the levels of

the difference hierarchy are not (or do not appear to be) simply the

stages in closing the class of open and closed sets out under sone o-ary

operations. Nevertheless there is in fact an operation rhich yields the

Hausdorff hierarchy, namely the operation of separated union discovered

by Addison. In general a eet B is said to be a ;!-separated union of
-l

sets in a elass A iff B is the union l_li..rAi of some sequence A
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cf sets in 3 for which there exists a sequenee G of disjoint open sets

(the separating sets) sueh that Ai S Gi for all i. The existence of

the sequence G insures that the components of A are 'far enough apart'

to prevent their union becorning too conplex.

It will be shown (:,n fVn) that the class of a9 sets is that
-1

generated by closing the clopen sets out under the operation of

separated union. This construction principle can be 'lifted' (using

Kuratovski's (crB)-homeornorphisms) to yield a eonstrucion principle for

the class of A?.,, sets. In chapter fV re present this generalizationIrU

in a form uhich gives a hierarehy for the elass of A9 sets rith I arr

infinite rimit ordinal (thereby solving a long standing open problem

posed by Lusin). the generalization involves separated unions in rhich

the separating sets themselves are taken fom correspondingly higher

levels of the Borel hierarchy.

fhe last classical hierarchy rhich re describe covers the one case

onitted by the previous results: the class I n g of A? (elopen)

sets. This was discovered by Barnes in (fg6e) although Kalnar in (tglZ)

proved essentially the srane result in a different setting.

The Barnes-Kalmar result is very sinple: the elass of A? sets is

the reeult of closing {d,'r1 out under the Join operation. Ttre Join

of an o-sequence A of sets is

{ <n,c(o),a( 1 ),d(z), .. . )}o..1'

This operation is described nore fully in III C.

fhe proof that the Kalnar hierarehy erhausts the cless of A? sets

is surprisingly sinple. Suppose that A is a A? set but not in the

Kalnar hlerarehy. sinee A is the Join of the detaile ao(anr))..r,

these cannot a1l be lblnar sets (i.e. appear in the Kahnar hierarchy).

(Tne aetait Cr-r of a set C rith respect to a finite sequence s is- \s/
{r"tr: s1 e C}).
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Ti,tr€fu. rtf,art nuff frq an rr,r4 rrr irJch t\qt 4(<*r) ,, r'ot kalnat,

rn the same nay, since o(arr) i" the Kalmar union of ao(ar,n>)>neor,

there must be an n' such that A(<r,r,>) is not Kalmar. Sirnilarly,

there must be an m" such that O(,rrr,rm,,)) is not Kalmar. In this

usy we can use DC to construct an infinite sequence o

(= (m,fr' ,il",...)) such that O(olrr) is not Kalnar for

ig, of course, impossible, because A is clopen and so

Ar .,-r = ', for large enough n.\alni
The Kalmar hierarchy has some claim to represent the 'last worcl' in

complexity of clopen sets. The hierarchy is not bilateral, so that

there are no sma1l diamond shaped areas in the Vens diagram of the

hierarchy to fill in with subhierarchies. We cannot, on these grounds

alone, rule out the existence of subhierarchies of the Kafmar hierarchy;

but it is hard to see how one might distinguish for example between sets

in

l{or": c(o) . u} }M c ur

on the basis of 'complexity' . In later "ir.pi""" ve will provide further

evidence for considering the levels of the Kalnar hierarchy as

representing the finest possible classification of the clopen sets.

The join operation can also be used to give a hierarchy and

construction principle for the elass of sets A such that both A and -A

are differences of open sets. It can be shoun that this class is the

result of elosing the elass I u I of open and closed sets out under

the operation of Kahnar union. fhis yields a hierarchy with 0+n

levels, with the first 0 levels the Kalmar hierarchy of clopen sets

levels exhausting the diamond-shaped class

lorr(g) n orr(g)-) - (gu.E)

any n. This

A{o1r,; = 6 or

and the second
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The analogous result holds at all levels of the difference hierarehy.

In general, the class Dfu(I) n lfu(!)- is the closure of

4.u(oru(g) n oru(!)-)

under the Kalmar union operation (y a countable ordinal). This yields

a hierarchy over the class of e, sets with a2 levels. As before,

this hierarchy ean reasonably be considered the finest one possible.

The rnain goal of this work can be thought of as detennining the

nature (in particular, the order type) of the 'finest possible'

hierarchy over the entire class of Borel sets. In later chapters the

Kalmar subhierarchies will be considered as a single unit, so that the

hierarchy over the A9 sets will have order type 0 , not n2. Te

uiLl show, for example, that the order type of the 'finest' hierarehy

over the class of d sets is nn (not 0l). As another exanple, we

will shou that the 'finest' hierarchy over the class of AO sets has
=rl

order type .n*0 (.n*n being the 0*0th epsilon nunber).
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D. Infinite games

In this section we present some useful" background material about

infinite games and the axiom of determinateness.

An infinite game is a gane in whieh a particular 'round' neecl not

terrninate so that the outcome of the contest can be deterrnined only by

examining the entire history of the contest.

Simple but interesting examples of infinite games can be

constructed by extending the standard chessboard infinitely in one or

more directions, and by suitably modifying the ru1es. Consider' for

example, the position shosn in the diagram (the

board extends infinitely in the directions of the

dots). Uhite's goal is to checkmate Black's King,

and B1ack's goal is to avoid chechnate. fhis gane

is genuinely infinite because Black can win' but

cannot achieve certain victory after any finite number of moves, i.e. we

cannot in general concfude that Black has ron rithout exanining the

entire record of the gane.

This gane nevertheless has a finite aspeet in that one of the

players (white) cannot win rithout terninating the gane: re might call

such a game "ha1f-finite". But it is easy to devise ganes which are not

even half-finite. Ue could, for example, retain the above board but

ehange the rulee so that ldhite's goal is instead to get arbitrarily far

auay from the Black King, i.e. to play so that no natter hor large an

lnteger n is there will be a lnint in the game after rhich Uhite's

king 1111 never be less than n Doves aray fron the
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Black king. Then clearly neither player cEIn ever win in any finite

number of rnoves, and it wi.l1 always be necessary to look at the entire

history of the game to determine the winner.

It is not difficult to give a precise definition of the notion of

'infinite game' provided we restrict ourselves to games in rhich (i)

there are only two players, f and fI, who move alternately; (li) eaeh

player on each move has only eountably many choices for his next play;

ana (iii) there are no infinite stages in the gane (i.e. ai1'rounds'

are of length ,). fhen the history of a partieular round of such a

game can be'coded up' as a pair (c,g) of elernents of oto, and thus the

garne itself is cornpletely determined by the subset W of o x ur

consisting of all histories of eodes of bouts in rhich II is the

uinner. l{e therefore assune for the sake of sfunplicity that eaeh player

on each nove plays a natural number, and define the game to be the set

lf itself.

(ot) ngffNITIoN. m (infini-te) game is a subset of 0, x o.

We can now formalize the notion of a strategy. It is clear that a

strategy for II in one of these ganes is essentially a function fron

Sq to or uhich takes as its argunent the finite sequence

<o(O),o(l),...,a(n)) (for each n) of f's first n noves and gives as

its result player rl's nth nove g(n). For our purposes, houever, it is

nore convenient to have a strategy for II yieltl the entire history

<8(O),8(1),...,9(n)> of II's noves up to that point. Strategies for

player I are defined sinilarly.
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(lz) nsrrNITIoN.

(i) A strategy for II is a monotonic function t from Sq to Sq

such that

In(t(s)) = ln(s)

for every s in Sq;

(ii) a strategy for I is a monotonic funetion s from Sq to Sq

such that

1n(o(s)) = ln(s)+t

for every s in Sq.

It shouLd be noted that this definition implies that the games we

are studying are ganes of perfect information, i,€. games in which each

player has complete knowledge of his opponents noves up to that point.

Now if r is a strategy for II, we 1et r- denote the

corresponding function from ', to 
" 

which takes as its argument the

entire history of player I's moves and gives as its result the entire

history of II's moves. fhus r is a winning strategy for II for the

game W iff (o,.-(o)) is in W for every a; and the notion of a

winning strategy for I is siloi1arly defined.

(nl) pgffNITION. For any monotonic function t from Sq to Sq and

. tr)any c In ut

t-(a) = 4.r.(olt).

Note that if t is a strategy (either for I or for II) then

t-(") will be in ', for every c.
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(nq) nnrtNITroN. For any ganre }I

( i) a winning strategy for II for

that (o,r-(o)) e U for every

(il; a winning strategy for f for 1{

that (o-(8),8) e -W for every

ED

is a strategy
.u,fn o;

is a strategy s

I in 'r.

for II such

for f such

The study of infinite gamesalmost always concerns, in some way or

another, the question of deterrninateness: a game is determi.nate iff one

of the players has a winning strategy (i.e. if the game'determines' a

winner). Since every finite game is detenninate, and since also draws

are not possible in infinite games (as we have defined them) it might

seem plausible to conclude that every infinite gane is deterrninate.

This conclusion is, however, not justified.

Now it i.s certainly true that it cannot be the case that both

player I and II have winning strategies for a game W. Given two

strategies o and t for I and If respectively, we ean 'p1ay then off'

against each other and form a unique element (crg) of o, x o (called

by Addison the clash of o and ") such that o = o-(g) and g =

t-("). Then if both o and r were winning strategies the clash

(o,B) (uhich is equal to both (o,t-(o)) ancl (o-(g),e)) rould have

to be in both W and -W, inpossible. Ihus given two strategies for I

and II respectively, one of them must be 'superior' to the other.

This argunent does not, however, inply that every game is

determinate. It may be that given any strategy for player I, player II

has a strategy which is superior, but that given any strategy for player

II, player f has a strategy which is superior.

fn fact it is possible, using the unrestricted axiom of choice, to

construet (by 'diagonalizing' over strategies) a game rhich is not

determinate.
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Despite these considerations descriptive set theorists have in

recent years devoted a great deal of attention tc the "axiom of

determinateness", which asserts that every infinite game (i.". subset of
ot,l r 'r) is determinate. one of the reasons for thls interest 1s that

AD is natural and plausible (unlike most large cardinal axiorns) and

Vet' though thi,s is not obvious, it settles a great nany questions (such

as the continuu.'n hypothesis) which are known to be independent of the

axioms of zF or zFC. For example, AD implies that every set of

real numbers is measurable, has the property of Baire, and is elther

countable or contai-ns a perfect subget (see Mycielski (tg0+)).

The main problem with AD is the fact, mentioned above, that it .ir-:

inconsistent with AC. this state of affairs can be taken as infonnal

evidence for the 'fafseness' of AD and for the incorrectness of our

intuitions concerning infinite games; but it can just as easily be taken

as (yet more) evidence for the falseness or unreasonableness of the

unrestricted axiom of choice. At any rate, a great deal of effort has

been expended on tryi-ng to resolve this contradiction, either by

replacing AC by one of its reaker for:ms (usually the axiom of

Dependent Choiee (OC) ) , or by weakening AD so that it asserts the

determinateness of some restricted collection of games, usually a

collection (such as the collection of projective subsets of 'r t 
")rhose elements are in some sense 'definable' or 'constructable'.

Naturally, if AD is weakened its consequences nay also be reakened.

tr'or erample, fron the assunption that all projective ganes are

detenninate we nay only be able to eonclude that all projeetive sets are

neasurable.
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One of ttie most important results concerning deterrninateness is the

theoren of D.A. Martin (tglS) tnat every BoreL set is determinate

(assuming ZF+DC). Most of the results in this dissertation require

Borel Deterrninateness (BD), and in fact rere originally proved 'nodulo'

BD, before Martin's proof. Martins's result goes a long way towards

establishing the 'credibility' of AD, but nevertheless it still eannot

be said that the status of the axion has been finalized: i.t is stil1

unknown whether or not i-t is consistent with ZF+DC to assume that

every analytic set is determinate (though Martin (tgZO) has sho$n that

analytic determinateness follows from the existence of a measurable

cardinal).

Although we will make heavy use of some results about

detenninateness (mainly BD), this dissertation is not primarily

concerned with AD per se and therefore re will not give nore details

about AD itself and its relation to higher cardinal_ axioms, the

projecti"ve sets and so on. However, to illustrate some of the ideas

discussed we concLucle this section by presenting a proof that all open

ganes are deterrninate. This result was first obtained by Gale and

Stewart (lgSl); it can be regarded as the first snall step on the way ro

establishing BD.

(O:) tUnOnfu. EVery open game is determinate.

PROOF. (Outtine). Let lI be an open subset of t, r 'r; we nust

ghou that 1{ is deter.'ninate. Ue do this by proving a stronger result,

namely that every position for f in W is either a win for I or a win

for II. Ttre reguired result follors easily then from the fact that the

position (61c) is a win for one of the players.
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We rrhow that e11 posit-ions for i (1.e. a1l ordered pairs (s,t) of

fj.nite seqr)ences of the sarne lengtir) are 'deterrninate' bV ( i) giving an

inductive definition of a class of positi.ons all of which are winning

positions for II; then (ii) showing that all the remaining position are

wi-nning for I.

The'base step' in the induetive definition is to take all those

positions from which IT has'already'won; that is, the class PO of

all (s,t) (s and t having the sarne length) such that [s] r ttl =

W. In other words, PO is the class of positions for which II is

guaranteed tc win no matter how he plays in the rest of the game.

Obviously, all ele-ments of % are winning positions for II in W.

The next stage in the induction is to take the class pt of aIl

positions from nhich II can enter PO in one movel i.e. the set

{(u,t): \/ier,r ljeur (si,tj) . PO}. C1earIy, all elements of p, are

wlnning positions for II in W.

We then proceed to define P, as

force entry to Pt in one move, ,1

PZ ean be forced in one move, and so

The reader ri1l not be surprised

must be carri-ed on through 0 leve1s,

every countable ordinal u. The class

all positions from which II can force

one move. In general, Pu is the set

all positions fron which ff can

as all those from which entry to

on.

to learn that the construction

i.e. we must define P for
u

P , for example, is the set ofo'

entry into some P- (n e ,rr) inn

{("'t): Vie t^r lljeo :lveu (si,tj) e

of all positions from which ff can force entry into

one move.

P}u'

sone P
v

3+
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We take P^ (= | I ^P ) as the desired class of winning positionsn uleg y'
for fI. A simple induction shows that they are indeed winning

positions.

Now 1et (s,t) be an elenent of -Pn. It is not hard to see that

Player f can avoid entering Pn, at least on the next nove. Suppose

other wise; then for any move i of Player I, there is a move j of

Pla.yer TI such that the resulting position (si , t j ) is i-n P for
V;

some v.. But this in turn implies that (s,t) itself is in p
J 

rr9 frr gqrrr lrufargr 9lrqv \ptvl r9o9rr 4D frr ^0t

because it must be in tu rhere u = Ujuj. This is of course

impossible.

Thus if player I is outside Pn he can play from move to move to

stay outside P^ and can do so indefinitely. It is not hard to see
ta

that this constitutes a winning strategy for him. If (a,8) is a final

position resulting from the use of such a strategy, then because W is

open lre cannot have (c,g) e W unless tclkl t tBlkl c W for some (in

fact all but finitely many) k. In other words, (o,B) e W iff

(clk,elk) . PO for some k. This neans that II eannot win unless he

actually 'enters' l.l at some finite stage; open ganes are 'half-finite'

in the sense of our earlier discussion. Thus any strategy which avoids

P^ (and therefore any which avoids P^) also avoicls lf and is auti
winning strategy for I. 0

Ttre proof given here is due to BLackwell, though it has appeared in

disguised versions in various contexts. Ttre proof gives a good example

of the use of orclinals in gane argunents, a teehnique re wiLl nake good

use of in later chapters. lle ean think of the ordinals in the proof as

neasuring the anount of tine it takes II to
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wirr fron a position in Pn. If a position is in PO, IT has already

won, no natter how either player might play in the future. If a

position is in Pr, it rneans that II can (if he plays correctly) win in

one move. In the same way, if a position is in (say) PZ, , it means

that II (if he plays correctly) can win in at rnost 25 noves.

This interpretation can also be extended to infinite ordinals. If

a position is in P, it means that after one move II will be able to

!ca11' the game, i.e. predict how many ncre moves he will require to

win, ff a position is in Pr*j, it neans that after 4 moves II will

be able to eall the game. And if a position is in Pr,r+or+6 it means

that after 7 moves II will be able to say how nany moves it wi]1 take

before he wil-1 be abl-e to call the game.

The proof given is therefore based on the principle that

win the open game W' the time it will take (in general) can

measured by some countable ordinal.

if

be

fI can

fhis proof i.n fact shows that II has a winning strategy for an open

gane W iff he has a winning strategy for an I ["

auxiliary game W' which is the same as W except 46 G" Y
trrat (i) on the ,rth to,rt 1I also plays a countable d, 13' llt

v

ordinal lni (l;-; if un ) O then un ) trrr+1 ; and da. Pa &1

(iii; II must enter Po before un becomes o' i ? i

Auxiliary games of this type are very important in rnany game argunents'

Ihe auxiliary ordinal can be considered as a type of clock which imposes

a 'time limit' on If.
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The algoritlunic description of the Baire topology

lrle mentioned that elements of ', can be thought of as codes for

countably infi-nite objects in the s€une way that elements of o can be

thought of as codes for finite objects, and that descriptive set theory

ean be thought of as the study of the conplexity of sets of infinite

objects, in the same way that recursive function theory can be thought

of as the study of the eonplexity of sets of finite objects. Just the

sarne, it might seem unlikely that there would be mueh connection

between, on the one hand, the eontinuous notions of topology, and on th<:

other the discrete notions of recursive function theory. But in fact

the Baire topology and its derived notions can be regarded as natural

generalizations of the basic concepts of recursive function theory on

a,; in this section we present a very infonnal view (due to Addison) of

the analogy.

We begin by trying to discover which

called recursive. lfe Imow that a subset

there exists a Tr"rring nachine which tests

Turing machine l{ rhich, shen started on

representation of) a natural nrrnber n,

subsets of ', deserve

a of ot is recursive

for menbership in a,

a tape with (a given

eventualLy

to be

iff

i.e. a

halts and prints (say) a "1" if n is in a,

othersise a "0". The fact that a [\rring nachine

tape is infinite and can therefore have an infinite

sequence of numbers rritten on it allous us to carry

this definition over directly: re sill call a subset

A of ', recursLve iff there is I\ring nachine

tl such that, for any o in '. if U ls started on

77
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(written on it extending infinitely to the right, with blank

extending infinitely to the ]eft), then M eventuaLly ha1ts,

on the last step a'f if o is in A, otherw-ise a "0".

For example, the set

[or'r: a(2) = 1 and c(5) = 0]

is cl.early recursive: the machine ehecks the second and fifth

o, then gives its answer. The sets {o: o(Z) < o(f)} and

{a: a(c(O)) = 5} are also recursive, but not the set {o.'r:

o(n+t)|, beeause there are an infinite nurnber of conparisons

checked.

squares

printing

values of

Vn o(n)

to be

Now suppose that A is a recursive subset of t, such that the

Turing machine M tests for membership in A, and that II, having

been started wi-th a tape with s written on it, has just halted, and

has announced, by writing a "1", that c is in A. A Turing machine

conputation is finite; therefore li'l can have exanined only a finite

number of values of o, say a(O), a(l), ..., a(k-1), and on the basis

of those values alone concluded that c was in A. This means that any

c' which agrees rith c for those argurnents (i.e. any c' in tclt<l)

must also be in A, because M's conputations when started on a tape

with c' on it ri.1l be identical. In other sordsr o € A implies that

[olk] c A for some k - so that A must be open. Sinilarly, if

o e -A the nachine ItI will halt and print a "1" after exanining only

some k values of c, and thus tclkJ c -A. Iherefore the conplenent

of A is also open, i.e, A is also closed,

The fact that I\:ring nachine conputations are finite therefore

inplies that every recursive set is both closed and open, i.e, is

clopen. It is not true, however, that every clopen set is recursive -
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for exumple, if a is I nonrecursi.ve subset of ur, the set

{o, q(O) e a} is clopen but not recursive, because a decision procedure

for the latter would yield a decision procedure for a itself.

Nevertheless, the set defined above is in a sense'decidable': to

deterrnine whether or not o is in the set, you simply 'exannine' o(o),

whereas to determine whether or not o is (""y) increasing, one rnust

look at an infinite nunber of values of c.

hle can make precise this more general notion of decidability by

alloring our 1\rring machines to have access to a eountably infinite
"data base", in the forrn of an extra tape with an element of 'r. For

any subset A of t, and any element 6 of 'r, re say that A is

recursive in 6 iff there is a two tape Turing nachine which decides

membership in A (as above), provided it alr*ays starts with 6 on its
extra tape. For example, the set {o.'rt o(o). a} is recursive in the

characteristic functj.on of a, i.e. in 6 where for each n, 6(n) is

0 if n is in a, otherwise 1.

Computations on the augmented Turing machines are stil1 finite, and

so any set recursive in some 6 will sti1l be clopen. on the other

hand, if A is clopen, let ("n)rr., be some reeursive enuneration of

Sq, and let 6 be a 'code' for A, as folloys:

| 0 if [snJ c -A;

o(n) = -; I if ["rr] S A;

| 2 otherrise.

Then it is easy to see that A is reeursive in 6 to deternj-ne whether

or not c is in A, the nachine examines larger ancl larger initial

aegnents of o until it finds one which 6 codes as a 0 or a 1. The

fact that A is open ensures that the conputation ri1l alrays
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terrn'inate, and we see therefore that the clopen sets are exactly thcse

whi.cli sre recursive i-n sone element of ',

It follows, for exanple, that the set {a: ytr a(n) < c(n*1)i of

inc-'r'ealring c c&nnot be recursive in any 6 because it is not open.

To use A,ldi-son's terminology, cleciding menbership in a set like {ot

o(O) . a] requires mere rote "l<towledge" (of a), but deciding whether

or not an element ol ", is increasing requires genuine "wisdon".

We now consiCer which subsets of 
" 

deserve to be cslled

reeursj-ve1y enumerable (re). According to the usua1- deflnj.tion, a set

of netural, nu,nbers is re iff there exists a Tllring machine which

enumr:rates the set. This definitj-on does not seem'bo carry over to

subsets of ', because it is not clear how a Turing machine can

'enumerate' a possibly uncountably infi.nite set. Tnere is, however' an

alternate definition of the elass of re subsets of $: a subset a of

{! 1S re

there is

wri t ten

a.

j-ff there exists a T\rring machine which ac:epts a' i.e. iff

a mschine such that, when started with a natural nunber

on its tape, everrtually prints a "1" and hal-ts iff n is

n

'in

This alternate definition carries over easily, and so rre say that a

subset A of *, is re iff there is a T\rring rnachine M such that for

any o in 
" 

if l'1 is started irith o written on its tape, then M

eventually haits and writes a "1" iff c is in A. As before, if A

is re and a is in A, then will accept s after having exanined only

sorne finite initial segnent o(O), a(1 ), ..., o(t -t ) of q' and so

every element of lclk] wil] also be accepted. Thus for any c' if

o e A then [clkl c I ior some k, and so A is open.

tO



The fact that Turing maehine computations are finite therefore

:implies that every re set is open. It is easy to see that the converse

is not true; i.f a is not re, neither i-s {o.": a(O) e a} (even though

it ls recursive in sone 6). fherefore, for any subset A of ', and

element 6 of tr, we say that A is re in 6 iff A is the set

acr:epted (as above) by some two tape furing machine which is always

started with the "data base" 6 on its second tape. E'very set re in
some 6 is clearly still open; and conversely, if A is open and 6

is some code for the set {sesq: [s] = A], then it is not hard to see

that A is re in 6 Thus the class of subsets of ', which are re in
sorne element of 

" 
is exactly the class of open subsets of t,

Finally, re consider which functions from ', to t, deserve to

be ealled recursive. According to the usual definition, a funetion f
from ur to r^r is reeursive iff there is a Turing maehine whieh

computes f, i.e. when started with a natural number n written on

its tape, it eventually prints f(n) on the tape and halts. This

definition cannot be carried over directly because although a maehine to

'compute' a function f from ', to ', can be presented rith an

argument c in ', it cannot print out the entire result g (= f(o))

before halting. The machine, however, cannot examine all of c at

once, it can only exarnine c value by value. It is therefore

reasonable to require only that the machine print out the varues of g

in the same way, one by one.
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l,rle therefore define a function f from t,

', to be recursive iff there exists a Turing

maehine M sucir that when started with a tape with

c written on it, computes for a while, then prints

f(o)(o) (i" some special fonnat, saY, to

distinguish it fron interrnediate results), computes

for a while, then prints f(c)(l ), then later

f(")(Z), and so on, forever, without halting.

The machine which conputes f may also be thought

continuously operating process or factory, wi-th values

one by one in one end, and values of g (= f(c))

bein6 produced one by one out the other end. Note'

howeve::, that the values of B may be turned out at

a different rate (perhaps slower) than the rate at

which values of c are being fed in, and the

to

ofasa'

of c being f'ed

i
s{ 'r

I ot,

"o(o

,P.
Jp'

[J tr

I nayfactory may require storage because computing each value of

require access to any of the values of c already fed in'

The machine M which computes a recurgive fr.rnction f fron -u)

to t, operates without halting, but nevertheless any finite number of

output values will be produeed after only a finite number of steps'

Therefore, for any input c e if lt'l computes n values of f (") to be

the finite sequence s (= ("0,"1r...rsm-1>), lt can have exanined only

a finite number c(o), a(1), ..., c(t-1 ) of values of o before

printing out the first m values of f(o), and so any o' which

agrees with q on its first k values (i.e. any c' in tclkl) wi'l t'

also have s as the first m values of f(o'). The set of a for

uhich

t'e.



f(o) begins wi-th s is f-1(t"l); we have therefore shown that

c € r-1(t"l) implies that tolkJ . f-1 (tsl) for sorne k, i.e. we

have shown that f-1 ( ttl) t" on"nl Since the inverse image of every

int,erval" is open, the inverse irnage of every open set is open and so f

is contintlous.

We have therefore shown that every recursive function is

continuops. The converse is of course, not true, but if we define the

notion of "recursive" by al1Ouing, as befOre, machines with'data bases'

it is easy to see first, that every function recursive in some 6 is

continuous, and second, if f is continuous, then f is recursive in a

6 which codes the set l(s,t): [s]. f-1(ftl)J. ltrus the recursive

functions are exactly those which are recursive in sone element of '..

So ue have a well defined analogy between topological notions and

conputability notions, in which clopen sets correspond to recursive

sets, open sets correspgnd tO re sets and continuous functiOns

correspond to recursive functions. fhis analogy can in fact be carried

much further, so that for example, the Borel sets correspond to

hyperarithnetic sets, the analytic sets correspond to the Il sets and

Baire measurable functions correspond to hyperarithnetie funetions.

The significance of the ordinal indices of the levels of the Kalmar

hierarchy can be explained in terms of lbring nachi-nes. The Kalmar

indices can be understood as 'bounds' on the nurnber of values which the

machine rhich decides membership in A has to read in before halting.

We equip our f\.rring nachines rith an extra 'counter' register capable of

holding a countable ordinal. Ttre contents of the register must be
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decreased every time a component of a is read in,

and the machine rnust halt when the ordinal stored

becornes O. It can be shown that a set A is in

level u of the Kalnar hierarchy iff there is a

Turing machine M with a counter which is able to

decide membership in A provided its counter

initi ally contains u .
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